Stay on track and on top of every order.

ORDER TRACKING MANAGER SUITE
KEEP ORDERS ON TRACK WITH ORDER TRACKING MANAGER SUITE (OTM SUITE)

Delayed or misplaced orders can jeopardize your bottom line, timely discharges and overall quality of care. Sorting through stacks of paper records, running complicated database queries, and scrolling through screens slows everything down, taking precious time and attention away from patient care. Cut through the clutter and work smarter together with OTM Suite.

This suite includes four unique modules:

- **Pharmacy**
- **Lab**
- **Radiology**
- **Oncology**

**EXPERIENCE THE OTM SUITE DIFFERENCE**

A web-based, VistA-Integrated solution that leverages real-time data to provide clear oversight and task management for staff and administrators. Providing one specific location for this information, OTM Suite helps to avoid delays in patient care and additional work for administrative and medical staffs.

With OTM Suite you will know exactly what’s happening with orders and where they stand in the process, optimizing workflow efficiency and saving time that can be diverted toward patient care.

**LEVERAGE REAL-TIME DATA**

OTM Suite is designed to meet the unique demands of different workflows. A customizable Today Screen shows a filtered Worklist of pending Orders. A Metrics Dashboard provides real numbers in real-time. All relevant data from the Worklist is presented in one easy-to-navigate screen, enabling users to drill down for an even closer look.

**KEEP WORKFLOWS IN MOTION**

Administrators can assign tasks to user roles, specific users, or clinic locations. OTM Suite tracks the progress of every task from start to finish. For recurring tasks, OTM Suite automatically reschedules by frequency, making things easier, and keeping everything and everyone on track.
Pharmacy Module
FEATURES AT A GLANCE

• One-click filtering options
• Highly visible STAT orders for immediate action
• Fast access to detailed, updated patient information
• The worklist is filtered into specific buckets of information for easy views of information. Information can be filtered for Inpatient and Outpatient:
  - Age of Consults
  - Age of Orders
  - By Order Type
  - Complex Order
  - Display Group
  - Patient Care Team
• Customizable worklist
• Metric screen shows real-time pharmacy data

Lab Module
FEATURES AT A GLANCE

• Easily see all lab orders that have Resulted
• Abnormal lab results are clearly displayed
• Users can add specific labs for monitoring
• Highly visible STAT orders for immediate action
• The worklist is filtered into specific categories for easy views:
  - Age of Order
  - Collection Type
  - Locations
  - Resulted
  - Stat Orders
• Status
• Urgency
• User-selected labs for monitoring
• One-click filtering options
• Fast access to detailed, updated patient information
• Customizable worklist
• Metric screen shows real-time lab data
Radiology Module
FEATURES AT A GLANCE

• Worklist shows all radiology reports with a status of Verified and Released/Not Verified (all radiology result statuses are returned)
• Reaches into VistA file 78.3 and pulls all diagnosis codes with a yes for Generate Abnormal Alert
• Radiology exams worklists are filtered into specific categories for easy viewing:
  - Ordering Provider
  - Status (all statuses)
• The Radiology Reports worklist is filtered into specific categories for easy viewing:
  - Mammography Code Tracking
  - Modality
  - Ordering Service
  - Pending Alerts
  - Total Number of Exams
  - Urgency
  - Requiring Action
  - Requiring Notification
  - Status
  - Total Number of Results
• Highly visible Requiring Action results for immediate action
• Clear oversight of scheduled appointments and discharges
• Ability to create Progress Note from radiology report, add additional signers & sign writing back into VistA
• One-click filtering options
• Fast access to detailed, updated patient information
• Customizable worklist
• Metric screen shows real-time critical code radiology data

Oncology Module
FEATURES AT A GLANCE

• Simplified views to track patient progress within the CTU
• An Orders tab to view patient Doctor/Nurses Orders
• At-a-glance views of the following:
  - Appointment types
  - Doctor/Nurse patient assignments
  - Lab draws and results
  - MD
  - Nurse
  - Patient check-ins
  - Patient locations
  - Status of Active/Signed orders on appointment days
• Color-coded indicators to inform nurses when provider/pharmacist has completed an order
• Nurse-controlled start and stop times for patient infusions
• One-click filtering options
• Customizable worklist
• Fast access to detailed, updated patient information
• Administrative Reports
• Metrics screen shows real-time oncology data
• The worklist is filtered into specific buckets of information for easy views:
  - Labs Pending
  - Location
  - MD
  - Nurse
For More Information

To learn more about how OTM Suite will keep your orders on track, contact sales@dssinc.com or call (561) 284-7000 today.

About DSS, Inc.

With over 25 years experience, DSS knows what works. We are a health information software development and systems integration company, providing services and solutions used daily by thousands of clinicians and administrative staff nationwide, to reduce costs, streamline workflows and improve patient care.

Learn more at dssinc.com.